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Elegant and unpretentious, this new 
home in Kiama is at once a sanctuary 
and a fortress, a robust home braced 
to endure the often volatile climatic 
patterns of its clifftop location.

ProductsProducts
Roofing: Roofing: Concrete roof 
with river pebbles  
External and internal walls: External and internal walls: Bowral 
Bricks dry-pressed bricks in Porter’s 
Paints Stone Paint ‘Snow White’  
Windows: Windows: Hanlon Windows  
25 micron anodized aluminium 
windows from Architectural 
Window Systems 
Doors:Doors: Solid-core doors 
in Dulux paint; Olivari and 
Lockwood hardware  
Flooring: Flooring: Polished concrete; 
Tongue N Groove Eterno European 
oak piccolo boards in ‘Graupa’ 
Lighting: Lighting: Viabizzuno Quasi Maxi 
wall lights; Tovo Lighting Kingston 
trimless downlights; Buzzi and 
Buzzi Minimal lights from Analu; 
Flos Kap 80 Surface Round from 
Euroluce; Louis Poulsen PH5 
pendant and AJ wall light from 
Cult; PVD Concept Simply 90° 
Brass LED outdoor lights from 
Hub Furniture  
Kitchen: Kitchen: WK Stone Quantum 
Quartz benchtops and splashback 
in ‘Graphite Matt’; Vola mixer; 
Oliveri sink; Smeg cooktop  
and rangehood; Ilve oven; Miele 
dishwasher; Fisher and Paykel 
fridge-freezer; Blum Legrabox  
and Ambialine drawer systems
Bathroom: Bathroom: Carrara Gioia marble; 
Madinoz towel rails, robe hook, 
shower shelf and door stop; Vola 
toilet brush and bottle trap; 
Kaldewei Classic Duo bath;  
Parisi Flaminia Twinset basins; 
Kado Lux toilet; Fukasawa mixer 
from Rogerseller; Milli Inox  
twin rail shower  
Heating and cooling: Heating and cooling: CEA ceiling 
fan from Pure Interiors; hydronic 
under-floor heating; Smartheat 
hydronic radiator heating; 
Jetmaster Universal wood fire 
from Leisure Coast Gas

Words by Sing d’Arcy
Photography by Dianna Snape

When we think of coastal living, we tend to focus on pleasant images of blue 
skies and calm seas. The reality of building a home on the continental edge  
of Australia presents a number of very real and very challenging conditions. 
Renato D’Ettorre Architects worked closely with its client to design an  
exhilarating house on the Illawarra coast in southern New South Wales that 
embraces the best aspects of living by the ocean while also acting as a solid 
refuge against the winds and storms.

Renato says that every project “starts with the client” and, in the case  
of K House in Kiama, the clients had very set ideas about how they wanted 
their future home to be. Coming from a Mediterranean heritage, the clients –  
a mother and her adult daughter – wanted the comfort and assurance of a solid 
building that wouldn’t feel like it would blow over in the next storm. The search 
for an architect that had a shared affinity with these ideas led them to Renato. 
Unlike much contemporary Australian coastal architecture, which is marked by 
its lightness and tenuous connection to the earth, the work of Renato D’Ettorre 
Architects is anchored to the rock below, growing up and out from it. Renato 
says, “permanence is something to aspire to,” and explains that this notion  
is deeply rooted in the mindset of the Mediterranean tradition, both of  
its vernacular buildings as well as its architecture. “There is a simplicity  
of form and solidity of construction that makes these buildings timeless, 
charming and familiar.”

Starting the project from a common position is always a good 
beginning, but the task of transforming the site – with its single-storey, 
red-brick bungalow – into a contemporary home that met the clients’ wishes 

would be more complex. While it may always “start with the client,” Renato 
qualifies this by adding, “the architect is only as good as the client.” K House  
is a good example of how the establishment of a collaborative and trusting 
client–architect relationship can be the make-or-break of a project. Though  
the clients had very clear ideas for the design of the house, an experienced 
architect such as Renato was immediately able to flag the discrepancies 
between wishlist and budget. Renato worked with the clients to refine what  
was essential to the shared vision and the budget was subsequently increased 
to allow for the use of masonry and concrete construction. “Budget informed 
the ultra-simple design,” Renato observes. “When you are on the coast, you 
don’t need extravagant architecture … all you need is a platform [from which]  
to enjoy the environment.”

The house is organized around a series of large terraces that  
step down from the street toward the ocean. “Terraces are fundamental  
to Mediterranean living,” Renato says. With the ocean side facing south, 
drawing northern light into the centre of the house became one of the key 
drivers of the spatial configuration. On the lower floor, adjoining the kitchen,  
a rear courtyard with a herb garden and lemon tree takes advantage of the 
sunny northern aspect. This is the true heart of this house where the family 
members come together to prepare and share meals, a ritual that forms the 
basis of their communal interaction. A double-height void above the dining 
area brings northern light in from the rear courtyard and deep into the centre 
of the house. The sheltered, inward-looking north side of the house then  
opens up to the view of the southern courtyard and living area. Looking out 
to the Pacific Ocean, all you see is horizon and sea. While the rare privilege  
of enjoying this environment is celebrated to its fullest through the large 
openings, terraces and courtyards, the fact that this site is also hit by very 
strong winds and storms from the south meant that the walls needed to act  
as solid “blinkers.” The thickness and positioning of the walls therefore 
provide protection as well as privacy. Splayed to focus the view from the  
inside to a variety of vistas, openings in the walls are conceived as apertures 
and are reminiscent of a medieval seaside fortress.

The materiality of the interior is, Renato says, “honest and simple.” 
Taking inspiration from contemporary Scandinavian, Italian and Iberian 
design, the design team has selected a textured white finish for the walls,  
which subtly refracts the strong light, while floors and ceilings are left in 
concrete grey. In areas where the human body comes into close contact  
with the interior, the detailing is amped up with bullnose edging and  
softened with timber. The crispness of the joinery is a pleasing counter to  
the rustic simplicity of the overall interior schema in what Renato describes 
as “a contrast between raw and refined.”

In an age of disposable design and fast fashion, Renato D’Ettorre 
Architects and the clients wanted to create a “house of longevity.” Through  
a careful consideration of site, brief and budget, the design team has realized  
a home that is defined by simplicity, honesty and robustness. 

01 The coastal 
home is presented 
as a solid form, 
anchored to and 
growing up from 
the rock beneath it. 

3
New
house

Kiama,
NSW

Site  868 m²
Floor  245 m²

Design 9 m
Build 1 y 8 m  

Per m²
$8,500

Mother and 
daughter

2 3
K House is built 
on the land of  
the Wodi Wodi 
people of the 
Dharawal nation.
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02 The house 
presents as a low  
and unassuming  
form to the street.

03 Angled walls on 
the terrace frame the 
view, deter strong 
winds and preserve 
residents’ privacy. 

04 Beyond the  
entry, full-height 
windows in the tall 
volume of the stair 
reveal the site’s 
extraordinary setting.

1 Bedroom
2 Laundry
3 Kitchen
4 Dining
5 Living
6 Courtyard
7 Fire pit
8 Pool
9 Entry
10 Garage
11 Study
12 Terrace
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05 A sheltered 
northern courtyard 
connects to the 
dining room and 
is a place of family 
communion.

06 A circular skylight 
above the shower 
provides an alternate 
connection to the 
house’s setting.

07 Tactile finishes 
such as bullnose 
edging elevate the 
sensory experience 
of the house.

Section 1:400 0 5 m Architect
Renato D’Ettorre Architects 
+61 2 9332 1061
info@dettorrearchitects.com.au
dettorrearchitects.com.au

Project team Renato D’Ettorre, Graham 
Suffield, Jade Bolton and Belinda 
Brown Builder Lime Building Group 
Engineer Northrop Landscaping  Hortus 
and Renato D’Ettorre Architects

Photographs ©2020 Dianna 
Snape, reproduced from 
Architecture at the Heart  
of the Home published by 
Thames & Hudson Australia.
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